Director Notes

Global Trends in
Board-Shareholder Engagement
by James Kim and Jason D. Schloetzer

There has been a rapid increase in shareholder requests for special meetings with
the board. This report discusses the potential benefits and complexities of the boardshareholder engagement process, reviews global trends in engagement practices, provides
insights into engagement activities at U.S. companies, and highlights developments in the
use of technology to facilitate engagement. It also provides perspectives from institutional
investors on the design of an effective engagement process.
The annual general meeting is the main channel of communication between a company’s board and its shareholders.
Among other important meeting activities, shareholders
have the opportunity to hear executives and directors discuss
recent performance and outline the company’s long-term
strategy.

asset managers, and 53 percent of asset owners reporting
that they were engaging more. Only 6 percent of issuers and
almost no investors reported a decrease in engagement.2
Shareholders, particularly institutional investors, believe
that annual meetings are too infrequent and do not provide
sufficient content to address their concerns.

Since 2007, there has been an increase in shareholder
requests for special meetings with the board.1 A recent study
of board-shareholder engagement activities shows that 87
percent of security issuers, 70 percent of asset managers, and
62 percent of asset owners reported at least one engagement
in the previous year. Moreover, the level of engagement is
increasing rapidly, with 50 percent of issuers, 64 percent of

The increase in engagement parallels a wave of shareholder
activism that emerged in the mid-2000s.3 Proxy advisory
firms, such as Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS), have
helped to foster a new environment for board-shareholder
engagement. U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) Rule 14a-21(a), adopted in 2011 to implement
provisions of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and
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Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act), requires public
companies to include a “say-on-pay” vote in their proxy
statements at least once every three years.4 The advisory
vote has provided shareholders more voice in executive
compensation. Annual meetings are now preceded by an
increased level of engagement activity as more shareholders
express their desire to influence corporate policies.
More generally, there is a common view in the current
governance environment that directors should respond
to shareholder questions regarding executive compensation,
corporate strategy, financial performance, campaign
financing, environmental and social issues, and corporate
governance matters. Not surprisingly, say on pay and the
appointment of an independent board chairman remain
the primary focus of board-shareholder engagement
activity in 2013.5

Obtain unique outside advice Shareholders can serve as a
source of advice. Managers rely on internally generated
information to make business decisions without realizing
that, over time, their view of the world may become skewed
in one direction. Shareholders can provide a unique outside
perspective on the company’s performance; executives
may find value in communicating regularly with informed
investors who have a different viewpoint, while directors
may obtain a unique source of information that could help
evaluate executive performance.
Develop trust through enhanced transparency Regular
engagement can help companies increase investor trust. A
board that is willing to hold shareholder meetings outside
of the annual general meeting is likely to build a long-term
relationship with shareholders, which is thought to be
strategically advantageous for many companies.

Potential Benefits of Engagement

Potential Complexities of Engagement

In general, shareholders’ motivation for engagement is clear—
to gain insight into how companies allocate shareholder
resources to generate an expected return. In particular,
shareholders want to understand how long-term corporate
strategy will lead to superior financial performance. Moreover,
shareholders want more explanation around recent total
shareholder returns.

Notwithstanding these potential benefits, directors often
hesitate to embrace the spotlight and actively engage with
the company’s shareholder base. Institutional investors
participating in a panel discussion at a June 13, 2013,
executive compensation conference sponsored by The
Conference Board highlighted several complexities of
board-shareholder engagement:

It is often stated that companies could realize significant
benefits from meeting with major shareholders on a regular
basis. In general, this perspective argues that the value of
a company is not only derived from financial performance
and executive expertise, but also from how well the company
understands and cooperates with its stakeholders.6

Inconsistent messages, uncertain success With multiple
meetings involving different constituents, there is a possibility that the information shared may be inconsistent.
In addition, how to determine whether an engagement has
been a “success” is unclear.

We highlight several commonly cited benefits of boardshareholder engagement:
Avoid the unexpected Early engagement with shareholders on
key issues could lead to a reduced likelihood of unexpected
consequences. For example, understanding clearly the
expectations of investors with regard to the design of named
executive officer (NEO) pay could reduce the likelihood of a
negative say-on-pay vote.7
Balance time horizons Engagement enables the company to
provide additional information about its long-term operating strategy. This type of engagement could be especially
useful when the board believes that the company’s recent
short-term financial performance does not reflect strong
longer-term opportunities. In turn, shareholders can listen
to the board’s perspective and ask clarifying questions.8
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Since investor meetings outside of the annual meeting are
two-way conversations not based on a scripted agenda, it
is highly likely that different questions and responses will
be shared. Similarly, it would be difficult to relay the same
message every time a (different) board member sits down
with a (different) group of shareholders. It is up to the
board to determine how to provide consistent responses
while not overly restricting two-way dialogue.
Executives and directors are also more likely than
shareholders to believe that simply having a dialogue
indicates successful engagement. Directors believe that a
successful engagement is completed within one week, while
investors care more about whether the engagement provided
the opportunity for board and shareholder representatives
to reach consensus. The importance of consensus building
to shareholders is likely a reason shareholders believe that
a successful engagement could take more than a month
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of two-way dialogue.9 This suggests that shareholders are
prepared for a greater level of interaction while directors are
ready for a short meeting.
Management disconnect If directors fail to provide executives
with sufficient detail regarding the engagement discussion
and the concerns shared with the board, it could weaken the
potential benefits of engagement.
Time Effective, mutually beneficial engagement with
multiple shareholder groups will take time away from
other activities. This concern is particularly acute when a
company is considering the development of an engagement
process for the first time. Without prior engagement experience, executives and directors may debate whether the
company will receive a return on the investment of time,
leading many companies to postpone engagement until
there is sufficient shareholder or legal pressure.
Similarly, if the company has an engagement procedure,
some shareholders might believe that their particular issue
is highly time sensitive or extremely important. In this
case, an assertive and persistent shareholder request could
disrupt the company’s pre-scheduled engagement plan. Too
many ad hoc shareholder engagement requests can create
additional, perhaps excessive, demands from shareholders
for executive and director time.
Violation of Regulation Fair Disclosure A significant risk to
frequent shareholder engagement is the potential violation
of Regulation Fair Disclosure (Regulation FD).10 The
concern is that private meetings with institutional investors
or other shareholders could reveal information to select
parties that remains undisclosed to market participants.
If directors share previously undisclosed information in a
private meeting with shareholders, the information must be
repeated in a public disclosure in a timely manner. Directors
do not want to bear this risk, and the cost of breaching
Regulation FD would likely outweigh the benefit of
meaningful shareholder engagement.11
However, several institutional investors publicly stated their
belief that Regulation FD is not a valid reason for companies
to avoid engagement. They argued that directors are wellinformed, seasoned executives who are aware of what can
and cannot be said to outside parties. Rather, it is more
likely the CEO who is genuinely nervous about directors
speaking to anyone outside the company without the CEO
present. Moreover, to allay concerns that some companies
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might be using the rule to avoid engagement, the staff of
the SEC clarified in a 2010 compliance and disclosure interpretation that Regulation FD does not prohibit directors
from speaking privately with a shareholder or groups of
shareholders.12
Misunderstood shareholder concerns Directors may assume too
much about what their investors want to hear. Shareholders
prefer to discuss corporate strategy and financial performance.13 Directors should redirect the dialogue toward
matters on which they are experts—corporate governance.
Prior to a meeting, board members should remind shareholders that governance matters are a more suitable topic of
discussion; the objective of board-shareholder engagement
is different from that of a quarterly analyst call.
Engaging the “wrong” shareholder Shareholders appear to
fall into two extremes on engagement—for some it’s a top
priority, while others do not initiate any board-engagement
activities.14 In addition, shareholders may delegate their vote
to a broker, proxy advisory firm, or a designated member
within the same institution.15 Hence, it may be difficult for
executives and directors to identify which shareholders will be
the most willing to engage. In addition, there is a bifurcation
among institutional shareholders between those who decide
whether to invest and those who decide how to vote the
proxy. For example, the investor relations contact at a large
institutional investor is likely not the person who decides how
the institution should cast its proxy votes. The company must
determine where to focus its engagement efforts.
Lack of knowledgeable directors and/or “camera ready”
internal staff Institutional investors participating in the
panel discussion recounted stories of particularly poor
instances of board-shareholder engagement. Several
stories involved meetings set up with shareholders who
had contacted companies with concerns about NEO pay.
However, in the words of one institutional investor on
the panel, the meetings turned out to be “embarrassing.”
Institutional investors provided several examples of these
embarrassing situations, including:

•

compensation committee chairmen who were unable to
correctly explain the elements of the CEO’s compensation plan;

•

CEOs who were unable to explain the different elements
of their long-term incentive (LTI) plans and, instead, relied
on their compensation consultants to answer shareholder
questions;
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•

engagements where the company’s general counsel politely
declined to answer most shareholder questions; and

•

companies that declined shareholder requests to speak with
the senior human resource executives involved in compensation plan design because those individuals were not “camera
ready,” and were deemed unable to communicate effectively
with persons outside of the company.

These examples demonstrate the potentially significant
downside if directors and executives are not adequately
prepared for shareholder engagement initiatives.

Recent Engagement Practices
The upsides and complexities of engagement will vary by
shareholder base and trends in shareholder activism, among
other factors. Although executives and directors remain
cautious toward visible, public engagement activities, there is
clearly a rising trend in shareholder engagement. This trend
is by no means a “Shareholder Spring,” but engagement is
here to stay and will become more formal and more global.
The following is a summary of engagement practices
occurring around the world and at large U.S. companies
to offer companies perspective on how to develop an
engagement program.

Engagement Practices around the World
Canada The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants
asserts that shareholders want to better understand and
influence the decision-making processes of the companies in
which they invest. Similar to the U.S. context, shareholders
are seeking private meetings with the board to express their
concerns and request change. Several companies have chosen
to take action early to avoid potential issues down the road.
For instance, Canadian companies have shown a willingness
to ask directors to resign if they had been elected with more
votes that were withheld than votes to resign.16
United Kingdom The U.K. Corporate Governance Code
has traditionally emphasized the value of dialogue between
institutional shareholders and companies. In practice,
however, shareholders rarely engaged company executives
on a regular basis outside of the annual meeting. Since 2010,
U.K. authorities have responded by promoting an effort
to energize board-shareholder dialogue for the purpose of
improving long-term returns.17 Now, shareholder engagement
can be seen as a crucial element for outperformance and
building competitiveness.
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In particular, the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) issued
the Stewardship Code, which seeks “to enhance the quality
of engagement between institutional investors and companies to help improve long-term returns to shareholders
and the efficient exercise of governance responsibilities.”18
The code is an extension of the Institutional Shareholders’
Committee’s (ISC) Code on the Responsibilities of
Institutional Investors.
Following its publication in July 2010, the Stewardship
Code was revised in September 2012 and took effect in
October of that year. The original code resembles a code
of conduct and consists of seven principles:19
1 Institutional investors should publicly disclose their
policy on how they will discharge their stewardship
responsibilities.

2 Institutional investors should have a robust policy on managing conflicts of interest in relation to stewardship, and
this policy should be publicly disclosed.

3 Institutional investors should monitor their investee
companies.

4 Institutional investors should establish clear guidelines
on when and how they will escalate their activities as a
method of protecting and enhancing shareholder value.

5 Institutional investors should be willing to act collectively
with other investors where appropriate.

6 Institutional investors should have a clear policy on voting
and disclosure of voting activity.

7 Institutional investors should report periodically on their
stewardship and voting activities.

Furthermore, the code emphasizes the importance of
including a letter from the board chairman in companies’
annual report. The letters were well received in 2012; it is
likely that more companies will provide such letters in the
coming years.20
Beyond the code, the Association of British Insurers (ABI)
has been working to enhance engagement. In its 2013
report, the ABI encouraged companies to engage shareholders in an ongoing, specific, proactive, and systematic
manner.21
European Union The European Union equivalent to the
U.K. Stewardship Code is the Shareholder Rights Directive.
The provisions in the directive from 2007 introduce a
framework for shareholder meetings. For example, notice of a
shareholder meeting must be released more than 21 days prior
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to the meeting, shareholders have the right to include items on
the meeting agenda and to ask questions, and EU companies
must recognize electronic forms of voting and communication
as valid.22 In 2012, shareholders attempted to amend the
directive to place limits on executive bonuses and to scrutinize
more closely the activities of proxy advisers.23
Germany provides an interesting example of the upward
trend in board-shareholder engagement that is occurring worldwide. In a 2011 article, one leading shareholder
described two worlds of corporate governance in Germany:
one “of investors who thought there was a company and
its supervisory board members who were their representatives” and the other an “old culture of a supervisory board
not talking with investors.”24
For instance, ahead of the first shareholder votes on
executive pay in Germany, Gerhard Cromme, chairman
of both Siemens and ThyssenKrupp, scheduled meetings with investors to discuss executive compensation
practices at both companies. The move, reportedly “considered extraordinary by investors,” followed the passage
of a law that brought executive compensation policy in
Germany closer to that of the United Kingdom and the
Netherlands.25 The action may signal a global shift in the
perception of shareholder engagement.
A study on stakeholder dialogue identifies different types
of engagement in Germany and the United States. German
companies do not frequently engage shareholders, and
when they do, their engagement efforts are concentrated
among relatively few stakeholders. By contrast, U.S.
companies report taking a high number of initiatives, with
engagement leading to fairly minimal results.26
Australia Shareholder engagement has largely been a periodic and event-driven activity, and institutional investors
have traditionally expressed their opinions through negative proxy votes rather than engagement.
To boost the board-shareholder engagement process, the
ASX Corporate Governance Council’s Principles and
Recommendations (2010) and the Australian Council of
Superannuation Investors’ A Guide for Superannuation
Trustees (2011) have established suggested practices for
shareholder engagement. The publications identify major
engagement practices used in many countries around the
world. For instance, the publications suggest directors and
executives hold information briefings with major shareholders and disseminate the content of these briefings via
electronic communication and road shows.27
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Additional regulation via the Corporations Act (2011)
clearly states shareholders’ rights regarding formal engagement. For instance, when either 100 shareholders or more
than 5 percent of a company’s shareholders request a
special meeting outside the general meeting, the company
must respond within 21 days and hold the special meeting
within two months. Shareholders can request a statement
regarding the resolution that will be proposed at the special
meeting and all shareholders must receive a copy of the resolution at the same time, or as soon as possible afterwards.
Furthermore, shareholders can pass a resolution or remove a
board member at any time.28 Under certain circumstances,
shareholders can participate directly in decision making,
such as proposed amendments to the company’s constitution or proposed reductions in share capital.29
Japan Shareholders usually do not intervene in decision
making in Japan. Activist efforts by foreign institutional
investors have generally provided little result. In the words
of one director familiar with corporate governance in
Japan, “That kind of top-down approach does not work in
Japan.”30 It is rare to find board-shareholder engagement in
the Japanese context. Two examples of recent engagement
attempts highlight the difficulties in board-shareholder
engagement in Japan.
In 2013, a set of proposals put forth by the U.K.-based hedge
fund The Children’s Investment Fund (TCI) were easily voted
down by shareholders of Japan Tobacco (JT). The fund had
requested a significant increase in JT’s dividend and the initiation of a large share buyback program. TCI lobbied Japan’s
Finance Ministry, which holds approximately 50 percent of
JT’s shares, to vote in favor of the proposals, as the fund held
only 1 percent of the tobacco company. Other shareholders
and analysts agreed this lobbying strategy was no different
from past failed attempts at generating change.31
In 2011, Tokyo Marine Asset Management and U.K.based Governance for Owners jointly launched the Japan
Engagement Fund with the goal of using long-term relationships with directors and executives to improve share
value via changes in corporate governance. In contrast
to TCI’s approach of challenging management to make
changes, the Japan Engagement Fund seeks to collaborate
with directors and executives to make long-term changes.32
China Shareholder engagement remains unseen among
companies in China. This is largely due to the country’s
state-owned system, which reduces the interaction between
directors and shareholders. Directors and executives of stateowned enterprises typically report to a government ministry
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rather than to shareholders, which often influence companies’
financing and investment decisions.33 Such distinctions reduce
the viability of traditional board-shareholder engagement
practices.
India While steps are being taken that may increase it,
board-shareholder engagement in India currently remains
relatively limited compared with many of the countries
discussed. Regulatory authorities, rather than shareholders,
have taken the lead in looking for ways to strengthen the
boards of Indian central public sector enterprises (CPSEs)
and increase corporate transparency. Moreover, there is
increasing interest in corporate governance matters. For
example, the Department of Public Enterprises and the
Corporate Governance Guidelines (2007) require boards to
maintain a certain number of independent directors from
the private sector. The number can vary from one-third to
one-half of the board size.34
South Africa In 2009, the third King Report (King III) was
introduced in an effort to keep South Africa at the forefront
of international trends in corporate governance.35 King III
views board-shareholder engagement as “corporate citizenship,” encompassing interactions between companies and
their economic, environmental, and social surroundings.
The Public Investment Corporation (PIC), which manages
over $100 billion on behalf of South African civil servants,
has been particularly active in engagement both within
South Africa and beyond. For instance, in July 2013, PIC
went public with its request that the board of Nigeriabased Ecobank Transnational, one of the largest banks in
Africa, resolve an ongoing dispute between Ecobank’s board
chairman and several of his own businesses. PIC requested
in writing and publicly to Ecobank’s board that it “quickly
find time and space to discuss this matter so we can resolve it
properly.”36
Nigeria There is visible and increasing shareholder engagement in Nigeria. This engagement has been promoted by
the Nigerian government and is gaining momentum from
minority shareholders. The Nigerian government has clarified the rights and responsibilities of shareholders through
the Company and Allied Matters Act (1990) and the SEC
Code (2003), which warn companies against discouraging
shareholder engagement. The code includes a provision
that requires companies to have at least one director that
represents minority shareholders. In addition, minority
shareholders are forming block votes, which will enable
them to better engage management and place pressure on
the board to implement change, if necessary.37
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Detailed Examples of Recent Engagement
Activities of Large U.S. Companies
It is difficult to determine the specific content of boardshareholder engagement meetings through public sources
(hence, the Regulation FD concerns). The following are
representative examples of the type of engagement that
occurs most frequently. The examples indicate that much
engagement activity involves executive compensation
practices, corporate governance structure, and environmental
and social issues.
Pfizer, Inc. was one of the first U.S. companies to take
a proactive measure to communicate with investors on
matters related to the company’s corporate governance
processes and the rationale behind the design of executive
compensation plans. In hindsight, Pfizer’s initiative in
2007 may have started the trend for companies to engage
shareholders on a regular basis outside the annual general
meeting.38 At the time, it was rare for shareholders to
communicate directly with directors about the company’s
performance outside of the annual meeting.39
Prudential Financial, Inc. has demonstrated board-led
shareholder engagement around executive compensation
issues every year since 2010. The company’s board has sent
letters to shareholders and held occasional meetings to
enhance the company’s relationship with its investors. The
board credits engagement on executive compensation for
yielding 96 percent support for its say-on-pay vote in 2012
and 87 percent support in 2011.40
Allstate Corp. believed that the lack of a formal engagement
process resulted in the 57 percent support for its say-onpay vote in 2011. The company responded by engaging
shareholders via a letter in its annual report and making
changes to the design of its executive compensation plan.
Support for the company’s say-on-pay proposal was 92
percent the following year.41 In 2012, the company’s CEO
held meetings with several shareholders after receiving only
68 percent of the votes for his reelection.42 Allstate’s boardshareholder engagement process is one of many examples
of processes that react to rather than anticipate shareholder
concerns. Similarly, Johnson & Johnson received only 57
percent support for its say-on-pay proposal in 2012. The
company’s compensation and benefits committee chair and
presiding director, along with several executives, met with
many of the company’s institutional investors, including
representatives of mutual funds, investment managers,
non-U.S. investors, socially responsible investment funds,
public pension funds, and labor union pension funds.
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Directors also reviewed written correspondence submitted
by shareholders and met with leading proxy advisory
services to better understand the reasons for the say-on-pay
results.43 Following a disappointing annual general meeting
in 2012, former Citigroup, Inc. chairman Richard Parsons
commented in an interview with Reuters that the bank
needed to improve dialogue with its shareholders about
executive compensation practices.44
Occidental Petroleum Corp. has engaged shareholders on
corporate governance matters several times, with perhaps
surprising implications. In 2010, the board agreed to a
shareholder request to allow a nonbinding vote on director
compensation.45 In 2012, the board held a 90-minute
conference call, during which two directors, the head of
investor relations, an assistant general counsel, and a few
other internal staff answered shareholders’ questions. The
general response to the experience was positive.46 In 2013,
the company spent the proxy season trying to oust its CEO
but changed its plans after receiving a heated response
from its shareholders. After this engagement, the board
decided to retain the chief executive, modify its executive
compensation plans, and oust its chairman.47
Hewlett-Packard Company held a private meeting with its
largest investors to address shareholders’ frustration with
the significant write-off of the 2011 Autonomy acquisition.
As a result of the meeting, the company formed a special
committee and hired outside lawyers to investigate the
board and management’s handling of the deal.48 Chairman
Ray Lane resigned after receiving votes against him from
more than 40 percent of the shareholders.49 Although this
action came about only after shareholder pressure, it is an
example of a unique shareholder concern. Similarly, the
board of JPMorgan Chase & Company realized the need for
engagement in the days leading up to the company’s 2013
annual general meeting, when some shareholders pushed
to strip CEO Jamie Dimon of his chairmanship. Directors
and executives sent letters and held phone meetings
and one-on-one discussions with the company’s largest
shareholders to discuss the issue.50 In the days before the
annual meeting, Dimon flew to multiple cities to make his
case to shareholders for keeping the leadership structure.51
The company’s engagement effort is credited with helping
Dimon retain his chairmanship despite opposition from
ISS and Glass Lewis.52 However, the JPMorgan Chase
engagement process may be viewed as more akin to
lobbying than to true engagement and two-way dialogue.
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EMC Corp. is one of many companies that facilitate
shareholder engagement on environmental and social issues
through a voluntary sustainability report. Since 2007, the
board has included a sustainability report with its Form
10-K filing to provide additional disclosure to shareholders.
The chief sustainability officer updates the company’s
corporate governance and nominating committee at least
twice a year on sustainability issues.53 Jean Coutu Group,
Inc. provides its shareholders with key performance
indicators on its social and environmental activities.54

Engagement Methods
Companies often describe the methods used to engage
shareholders without detailing the content of engagement
activities. Companies often view “shareholder engagement”
as a broad practice, encompassing routine press releases, the
company’s website, investor relations contacts, and industry
conference presentations. Below are some examples of more
specific engagement methods used today.
Coca-Cola Company delegates engagement to its director
of corporate governance, who serves as the mediator
between shareholders and the board.55 This approach is
designed to filter out shareholder concerns that are viewed
to be less important, while concentrating director time on
more important concerns. Similarly, BlackRock, Inc. has
established a 20-member governance team responsible for,
among other duties, enhancing shareholder engagement.56
A team dedicated to corporate governance can be costly, but
it signals that the shareholder engagement is not superficial.
BlackRock’s initiative echoes the idea of creating an investor
relations committee of the board to manage the shareholder
engagement process.57 Kinross Gold Corp. holds regular oneon-one and group meetings with institutional shareholders,
who are encouraged to provide feedback. The independent
chairman is the point of contact between shareholders and
the board, while executives are ultimately responsible for
engaging shareholders on specific issues.58
Rather than engaging shareholders individually via oneon-one meetings, some companies are experimenting with
online communication tools such as webcasts, podcasts,
video, virtual meetings, and board blogs.59 Such engagement
methods have the ability to communicate with a large group
of institutional and retail investors and enable companies
to record engagement activities for subsequent replay via
companies’ websites.60
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Approximately 40 companies, including Microsoft Corp.,
Applied Materials, Inc., Rambus, Inc., JetBlue Airways,
Intel Corp., and Dynegy, Inc., held virtual annual
meetings in 2011 using tools that enable online voting and
participation.61 For example, Intel collects shareholder
questions throughout the year via a message board. In 2010,
the company received 160 questions from shareholders
through this communication tool.62 Coca-Cola and
Best Buy Company, Inc. provide shareholders with an
opportunity to ask questions via the internet.63 Berkshire
Hathaway, Inc. allows shareholders to email questions to
the company prior to the annual meeting. CEO Warren
Buffett then responds to the most relevant questions during
the meeting.64 Best Buy took the virtual meeting idea to
a new level in 2010 when a director participated in the
annual meeting via webcast.65 Companies outside of the
United States are also using online tools to engage more
shareholders. For example, Pansoft Company Ltd., a Chinabased software developer, supplemented its 2012 annual
shareholder meeting, held in China, with a virtual meeting
accessible to shareholders around the world.66
One idea for increasing engagement that has been discussed
but has gained little traction is the Fifth Analyst Call,
a call hosted by the board and open to all institutional
investors.67 The call would focus on corporate governance
matters rather than a review of past quarterly financial
performance. Conceptually, the call enables institutions
to ask governance-related questions prior to the annual
general meeting. Advocates believe it should take relatively
little effort to prepare an annual conference call with
institutional investors. Moreover, the call can be recorded
and made available for the benefit of all shareholders,
thereby avoiding the risk of breaching Regulation FD.68
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An Effective Board-Shareholder
Engagement Process
Several representatives of prominent institutional investors
at the June conference shared their perspectives regarding
an effective board-shareholder engagement process. The
following is a summary of those views:

•

Proactively reach out to your largest 15 to 20 institutional
investors. Large institutional investors, particularly value
investors with a longer-term investment horizon, are more
likely to confront companies on specific issues than index/
fund investors.

•

Offer to schedule a 30-minute phone call with each
institutional investor to discuss the company’s executive
compensation plan as well as any corporate governance
concerns.

•

Be certain that at least the lead independent director and a
knowledgeable person from the investor relations, human
resources, and legal departments are on the call and have
authority to answer shareholder questions. If your company
has experienced poor say-on-pay votes in recent years, the
compensation committee chairman should also participate.
It is generally preferable that the CEO and the company’s
compensation consultant do not participate, particularly
when the main topic of discussion will be executive
compensation.

•

An effective agenda for a 30-minute call is as follows: devote
the first five minutes to summarizing the overall business
activities of the company (investor relations), five minutes
to explaining how the performance measures included in
executive compensation plans are linked to corporate strategy (human resources, compensation committee chairman,
lead independent director), and five minutes summarizing
outstanding shareholder proposals (general counsel). The
remaining 15 minutes should be devoted to two-way discussion between the company and the shareholder.

•

If the company has faced specific concerns about its
compensation design in prior years, the compensation committee should make an effort to improve its Compensation
Discussion and Analysis (CD&A) disclosure. A clearly written
CD&A—particularly the Executive Summary—can reduce the
need for separate meetings and one-on-one conversations
about compensation. Directors should write the CD&A with
its major shareholders in mind. The CFA Institute’s CD&A
Template offers ideas for boards on how to organize the
CD&A disclosure. The template is currently used by a number
of companies, including Pfizer, American Express Company,
General Electric, and Morningstar.69
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